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Abstract: By introducing concept of complex system into computer network system, the computer network can be regarded as a complex system with huge volume of data and information contents, including local area network (LAN), Internet and wide area network (WAN), etc. The relationships of peak and valley of network and the conflict and competition are found out through tracking network, then the relationship among each member is optimized so as to achieve the reasonable operation of complex system. In the case of classifying the researches on network complexity, the computer system is divided into TCP/IP system, ISO/OSI reference model, and so on, or it is classified in accordance with competitive characteristics of different networks. Based on clustering algorithm, this study presents the network complexity in terms of network flow, and compares the accuracy of different clustering algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The computer network has a vast number of users which had reached 791,000,000 based on the statistics in 2005, while the growth rate is up to 7% [1-4]. As shown in Fig. (1), the passageway network bandwidth in China increased annually from 2004 to 2011. What’s more, the user number will grow faster with the continuous development and progress of technologies including router, switch, etc.

Domestic scholars consider that computer network is an opening but complicated system containing WAN, internet, etc. With the increase of user number and information contents, the computer LAN system is treated as a complex system in which multiple LANs superpose into a WAN, while multiple WANs form the internet [5-8]. For current computer network, the studies on its complexity mainly include the similarity of internet traffic, virus prevention and monitoring of internet, and evolution of internet structure.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHM MODEL

2.1. EM Clustering Algorithm

The EM clustering algorithm is defined as a clustering method which refers the maximum likelihood estimation of parameters [8-12]. Due to the imperfection of data, the maximum likelihood estimation is used to estimate the incomplete data. Therefore, EM cluster algorithm is very suitable for the condition of incomplete data.

Suppose a set

\[ Z = (X, Y) \] (1)

Where \( X \) denotes the observed data, and \( Y \) denotes the unobserved data, so \( Z = (X, Y) \) contains the complete data, but \( X \) and \( Y \) are incomplete data.

\[ Z = (X, Y) \] (1)

Suppose the probability density of is

\[ p(X, Y / \Theta) \] (2)

\( \Theta \) assigned as the estimated parameter. By estimating \( \Theta \) ’s maximum likelihood estimation to get \( Z \)'s logarithm likelihood function \( L(X, \Theta) \), the estimation progress is shown as the follows:

\[ L(X, \Theta) = \log p(X, Y / \Theta) = \int \log p(X, Y / \Theta) dY \] (3)

EM clustering algorithm contains two steps.
The logarithm likelihood function of maximized incomplete data is as below:
\[ L_c(X, \Theta) = \log p(X, Y|\Theta) \]  
(4)

If \( \Theta \)'s estimated value after \( t \) time's iterations is \( \Theta(t) \), the logarithm likelihood function of complete data after \( t+1 \) time's iterations is defined as below:
\[ Q(\Theta|\Theta(t)) = E\left[L_c(\Theta; Z) \mid X; \Theta(t)\right] \]  
(5)

The newly defined by the maximization of is got.

2.2. K-means Clustering Algorithm

The algorithmic processes of K-means clustering algorithm is shown as the follows [13, 14]:

(1) Select randomly \( M \) points as clustering centers;

(2) According to nearby principle, shut the objects which are nearest these points. Thus there are clusters formed by different clustering centers;

(3) By means of iteration, change the clustering centers to get the optimal results.

Based on K-means clustering algorithm, it is thought that the closer to the clustering center, the higher the similarity is, the clusters are obtained through clustering centers.

2.3. Clustering Based on Grid Density

The clustering based on grid density is regarded as a clustering algorithm based on different grid densities. Its algorithm principle is as is below:

(1) find out the convex clusters with prominent densities;

(2) Filter the low-density clusters so as to get high-density ones.

According to clustering algorithm, the similar objects are classified and closure, while the complex objects is reasonably distributed and arranged. Each object after being shut can composite a set, and these sets have similar characteristics.

If the system is classified in terms of hierarchy characteristic of system institution, computer system is divided into TCP/IP system, communication standard ISO/OSI reference model, network topology structure and distribution system of Internet domain name or it can be classified based on competitive characteristics of different network, as shown in Table 1.

2.4. Network Flow

The data in network flowing through certain routers compose the clusters with different clustering in accordance with some forms. Then the data in each cluster form data flows on basis of time sequence, thus these data flows become network flow. In this study, the network is distinguished in terms of destination IP address, destination port, source port, source IP address and transport layer, as shown in Table 2.

If computer 2 represents the client while computer is server, the server can receive the information from computer 2, so it can be called as network topology relationship, as shown in Fig. (2)

It needs specific server to complete the network communication when network connection is established between
VNC and SSH. In LAN, the specific computer is needed to serve the network operation of VNC and SSH. As shown in Fig. (3), the terminal PC is considered to be the server of networking in the LAN of VNC and SSH.

Based on Fig. (2) and Fig. (3), there is the topological relation figure---Fig. (4).

2.5. Algorithm Flow of Clustering Algorithm in Network Flow

The recognition process of clustering algorithm to network flow is as below:

1. Obtain the network flow in network at certain time, and then arrange these data;
2. Formulate the division principle of network flow; and divide the data of intercepted network flow on basis of the division principle;
3. Extract data and match them;
4. Analyzing the network flow to determine whether the network flow can be matched with application protocol of network;
5. Otherwise, re-division.
The progress is shown as in Fig. (5):

During the analysis process of clustering algorithm to network flow, the Cflowd tool set is firstly used, for internet provides the NetFlow tool Cflowd. The framework is shown as in Fig. (6).

Presently some major firms’ network technologies are shown as in Table 3, containing tool Cflowd.

Fig. (7) presents the change curves of accuracy calculated by K-means clustering algorithm and EM clustering algo-
The absissa denotes the growth of network while the ordinate represents the accuracy.

As seen in Fig. (7), with the increase of network flow, the accuracy of EM clustering algorithm is improved, on the contrary the accuracy of K-means clustering algorithm decreases.

Fig. (8) shows that sampling accuracy is different with that of non-sampling one. The sampling algorithm changes the behavior of network, which creates deviation, naturally the accuracy of clustering algorithm decreases.

CONCLUSION

By applying the concept of complex system into computer network system, the computer network can be defined as a complex system with huge volume of data and information contents, including local area network, Internet and wide area network, etc. The relationships of the peak and valley of network, and the conflict and competition are found out by means of tracking network. The relationship among each member is optimized to achieve the reasonable operation of complex system.

It is concluded that with the increase of network flow, the accuracy of EM clustering algorithm increases, while the accuracy of K-means clustering algorithm decreases. Additionally, the accuracy of sampling accuracy is different with that of non-sampling one. The sampling algorithm reduces the accuracy of clustering algorithm.
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